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FESHM 6020.3

Hydrogen equivalence 
Q using the heat of 
combustion

→ CH4 / H2 = 2.5
Alkane all similar
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This is where the 2.5 comes from
For 40kg H2, allowed alkane is about 100kg

Assuming total gas volume 100 m^3, allowed percentage:
H2 : ~ 50%
CH4: 15%

So if we stick to P-10, the maximal gas volume is 150 m^3, that is 14% margin between vessel 
and 100m^3 actual TPC (1.5^(1/3) = 1.14)

UPDATE
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Interestingly, we can now 
proceed to next level...
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If the total gas volume is 100 m^3, then the minimal facility volume should be 1E4 m^3. 
Alan: Hall volume ~ 1.3E4 m^3 (not including the annex) → maximal vessel size 130 m^3.

Easy level.

UPDATE
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UPDATE

FESHM 6020.3 example

Just match the current hall size 1.3E4 m^3

Very large due to the small upper limit 

Minimal facility volume at maximal allowed mass
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Interestingly, we can now 
proceed to next level...
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Now actually we can have 50%H2 or 15%CH4 (for 100m^3 total gas volume)

The distance to ignition in both cases is actually 0...

UPDATE
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S/B
C3H8 liquefies

@ 9.3 bar

signal statistics

Optimization direction
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S/B
C3H8 liquefies

@ 9.3 bar

signal statistics

Optimization direction

1) He-H2 50-50: proton free/bound ratio 
is 1, rate = 25%CH4, i.e. 0.5 t of 
polystyrene, giving 2.5k event/year. 

2) Ar-H2 50-50: the rate is the same as 
1), but the purity is lower with proton 
free/bound ratio 0.1, lower than P-50 (or 
CH, 0.16)

3) He-CH4 85-15: this is also allowed. 
The H event rate is 60% of 1). The 
proton free/bound ratio is 0.23, higher 
than P-50 or CH. 

He-H2 50-50

Ar-H2 50-50

He-CH4 85-15
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Conclusion and discussions
● According to FESHM 6020.3, 50%H2 and 15%CH4 (100m^3 volume) might be allowed

➢ UPDATE need to dig into facility volume and distance-to-ignition 
➢ Need to check what it means to have 0-distance to ignition for both cases

● He-50%H2 is interesting
➢ Effectively DH molecule and TKI still applies as described by arXiv:2005.05252

➢ 1.5 times better purity than pure CH4
➢ Even rate comparable with P-25%, 0.5t of polystyrene

➢ H2 and D2 can be used in arbitrary mixing ratio
➢ He-X%H2-(50-X)%D2 has interesting physics implication

● Ar-alkane mix might no longer provide useful hydrogen
➢ Alkane mixture as small as possible

● Competitive hydrogen event rate requires high fraction of alkane. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05252
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BACKUP
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END
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